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Let S be a finite set and P be a property associated with the subsets of S. Then 
a partition (St, . . . . S,} of S is an indivisible P-partition of order k if each S, has 
property P but no S, is a union of two disjoint sets with property P. P is 
cohereditary if each superset of a set with property P has property P. The main 
result is an interpolation theorem for indivisible P-partitions where P is 
cohereditary, viz., if S has indivisible P-partitions of order n and m, where n cm, 
then S has an indivisible P-partition of order k for each k, n d k ,< m. This result is 
an analogy of the interpolation theorem for complete P-partitions of Cockayne, 
Miller, and Prins. The result solves one problem of Cockayne. 0 1991 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let S be a finite set and suppose that P is a property associated with the 
subsets of S. If Tr S has property P, we say that T is a P-set; otherwise 
T is a P’-set. A property P is called hereditary (cohereditary) if each subset 
(superset, respectively) of a P-set is also a P-set. 
A P-partition of S with order k is a partition { S1, . . . . Sk) of S such that 
each Si is a P-set. A P-partition of S is called indivisible if Si is not a union 
of two disjoint P-sets for all i. A P-partition of S is called complete if 
Si U Sj is a Y-set for all i, j, i #j. 
The main result is an interpolation theorem for indivisible P-partitions 
where P is cohereditary. This result is an analogy of Cockayne, Miller, and 
Prins’ [ 1 ] interpolation theorem for complete P-partitions where P is 
hereditary. One special case of our theorem gives a solution to Cockayne’s 
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2. THE MAIN THEOREM 
Throughout this section, P denotes a cohereditary property. 
A P-set Tr S is indivisible if it is not a union of two disjoint P-sets; 
otherwise T is divisible. It is clear that a P-partition {S,, . . . . Sk} of S is 
indivisible if and only if for each i = 1, . . . . k, Si is an indivisible P-set. 
A divisible P-set Tr S is minimal if there exists s E T such that T- {s} 
is an indivisible P-set (i.e., minimal in the special sense). It is clear that a 
minimal divisible P-set is a union of two disjoint indivisible P-sets. 
Now we prove the principal theorem. 
LEMMA 1. Let (S, , . . . . S, f and ( T, , . . . . Tk) be two indivisible P-parti- 
tions of S, where n < k. Then there exists an indivisible P-partition 
VJ 1, “‘, U,> of S where either (1) l=n-t 1 or (2) l=n and T,E U,. 
Proof: We recursively construct a sequence of partitions { Uf, . . . . UL} of 
S, where Sin Tic Uf’ E Sj u Tj as follows: 
First, let Up = Si for each i = 1, . . . . n. 
If we have the partition ( Uf , ,.., Ui) where p=r (modn) (O<r<n) 
then let Lp~ T,+l- U,P+l be a minimal set (the empty set is also allowed) 
such that 
LPu Uf,, is a P-set, if r # 0, 
and, if r = 0, 
Lp u Uf is a minimal divisible P-set or T, c Lp u Uf’. 
It is clear that the set Lp exists, because T,, 1 c T,., 1 u UF+ 1 is a P-set. 
Now let 
up;,’ = LP u u,p+ 1 
u4+‘= UP-LP 
I i for i#r+ 1, iE (1, . . . . n}. 
In this way we construct the partitions { Uf, . . . . U,“} of a finite set S for 
all p = 0, 1, . . . . such that for each i = 1, . . . . n there holds 
(i) Uf (for i# 1) is an indivisible P-set (if p = i (mod n) then this case 
is necessary) or a P’-set, 
(ii) Uf is a P’-set (this case is possible only for p & 1 (mod n)), an 
indivisible P-set (if p = 1 (mod n) then T1 c Uf), or a minimal divisible 
P-set, 
(iii) if p < q then Ti n Uf c Ti n UT (because if UT+ ’ = Urn - L” then 
Ti n L” = a), and 
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(iv) if p < 4 then Si n Up 2 Si n U4 (because if UT + ’ = L” u UT then 
Sin L”=a). 
Therefore, since Ue = (UT n Si) u (Up n Ti) and the sequences ( Up n S,), 
(U4 n Ti} (for p = 0, 1, . ..) are monotonic sequences of subsets of a finite 
set, there exists t such that { Ui, . . . . Ui} = (Uf, . . . . Ut} (i.e., Lp = @) for 
each p > t. Since Lp = 0 (p > t), Uf is an indivisible P-set for i = 2, . . . . n and 
Ut, is a minimal divisible P-set or Ut, is an indivisible P-set and T1 G Ui. 
If U: is a minimal divisible P-set, then there exist two disjoint indivisible 
P-sets U;, U; such that Ui = U; u U;‘. 
Finally, let 
VJ 1) . ..) u,} = (Ui) . . . . u:,} if Ui is indivisible 
or 
{U 1, “‘7 u,> = {u;, u;, u;, . . . . ui} if Ut, is divisible. 
Thus the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 2. If (S, , . . . . S, > is an indivisible P-partition of S and T c S, is 
a P-set then there exists an indivisible P-partition ( V,, . . . . V,> of S where 
either (1) Z=n+ 1 or (2) l=n and V1 = T. 
ProoJ Let L = (sl, . . . . sp) be an ordering of S1 - T, and for each 
j=l , . . . . p, let Vi = S, u (q, . . . . sj>. It is clear that S, c VA c . .. c V,P. 
Since S, is a P-set and P is cohereditary, VL is a P-set for each j = 1, . . . . p. 
If Vz is indivisible then { V,, . . . . V,> = {T, Sz, . . . . S,- 1, V,“}. 
If V: is divisible then there exists k E ( 1, . . . . p> such that Vz is minimal 
divisible. In this case Vt is a union of two disjoint indivisible P-sets Vn and 
V n+l- Then ( V, , . . . . v,,,} = (S,- (Sl, ***, Sk>, sz, ***3 L-l, vn9 vn.1). 
LEMMA 3. Let (S, , . . . . S, > and ( T1, . . . . Tk > be two indivisible P-parti- 
tions of S, where n <k. Then there exists an indivisible P-partition 
tv 1, ‘.., K.11 of s. 
ProoJ: Let us assume that the assertion does not hold. Then by Lem- 
mas 1 and 2 there exists an indivisible P-partition { T,, Vi, . . . . VL} of S. 
Since { Vi, . . . . Vk } and { T2, . . . . Tk} are indivisible P-partitions of S- T,, 
by Lemmas 1 and 2 there exists an indivisible P-partition ( T2, Vi, . . . . Vz > 
of S - T,. Evidently, (T,, T2, V:, . . . . Vf } is an indivisible P-partition of S. 
In precisely the same manner we can construct an indivisible P-partition 
(T,, . ..T Tp, V;+l, . . . . V,“> of S for each p = 1, . . . . n - 1. Hence 
{T L1, 1 , ---, Vz- ’ } is an indivisible P-partition of S. However, 
Vi-‘= 7’” . . . u Tk is a divisible P-set, which is a contradiction. 
The main theorem follows immediately from Lemma 3. 
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THEOREM 1. If P is any cohereditary property and S has indivisible 
P-partitions of order n and k, where n -C k, then, for all m satisfying 
n < m <k, there exists an indivisible P-partition of S with order m. 
3. APPLICATIONS TO SET SYSTEMS AND GRAPHS 
A set system (or hypergraph) G = (V, E) is a set V of elements, called 
vertices, together with a collection E of subsets of V, called edges. If every 
edge has cardinality r, G is called an r-graph, and if r = 2, G is a graph. If 
V, c V then ( Vi) is that subsystem of G with vertex set I/‘, and whose 
edge set is the set of all edges of G which are subsets of Vi. For E, c E, 
(E, ) is the subsystem of G with vertex set u E, and edge set El . ( I’,), 
(E, ) are called vertex induced and edge induced subsystems of G, respec- 
tively. 
If P is a hereditary property associated with the subsets of the vertex set 
V (edge set E) of a set system G, then the vertex (edge) P-chromatic 
number and the vertex (edge) P-achromatic number of G are well-known 
concepts which generalize the ideas of graph colorings (see [ 11). The dual 
concept of the P-chromatic number for some hereditary properties for 
graphs is defined in [3]. We now use this idea for any hereditary property 
for set systems. The dual vertex (edge) P-chromatic number d,,(G) (d’,(G)) 
of set system G is the largest order of a vertex (edge) P’-partition of G. 
Evidently, P’-partitions with the maximal order are necessarily indivisible. 
The dual vertex (edge) P-achromatic number ad,(G) (ad>(G)) of G is the 
smallest order of an indivisible vertex (edge) P’-partition of G. 
If P is a hereditary property, then P’ is cohereditary. Therefore the inter- 
polation theorem may be reestablished in the following form. 
THEOREM 1’. If P is any hereditary property associated with the subsets 
of the vertex set (edge set) of a set system G, then, for all n satisfying 
ad,(G) d n d d,(G) (ad>(G) d n < d’,(G)), G has an indivisible vertex (edge) 
PI-partition of order n. 
We now present several illustrations. 
Let U z V be a P-set if and only if ( U) has no edge. P is hereditary and 
thus the theorem may be applied. Moreover, if G is a graph, then UC V 
is an indivisible P’-set if and only if ( U) has either a triangle or a star and 
no more nontrivial components. Therefore the following holds: 
For each n satisfying ad,(G) < n < d,(G), there exists a partition 
{V 1, “‘, Vn} of the vertex set of the graph G such that the only nontrivial 
component of ( Vi) is a triangle or a star. 
The triangle and the star contain only one independent edge and hence 
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the dual vertex P-chromatic number of G is equal to the edge independence 
number P,(G) (for definition see [4]). 
Next suppose that G is a graph and Ei E E is a P-set if and only if (Ei) 
is a planar graph. Evidently, P is hereditary and the interpolation theorem 
may be applied. In this case the dual P-chromatic number is the coarseness 
of G (see [4]). 
Finally,let UzVbeaP-setifandonlyif(t,~e~E;enU#ti}uU#V. 
It is clear that P is hereditary. If G is a graph, then a P’-set is a dominating 
set, d,(G) is the domatic number of G, and ad,(G) is the adomatic number 
of G (for definitions see [2]). In this case the application of the inter- 
polation theorem is a solution of Problem 9 in [2], viz., there exist vertices 
partitioned into indivisible dominating sets of all orders between ad(G) and 
d(G). 
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